Abstract-The emerging feature of network slicing in future Fifth Generation (5G) networks calls for efficient slice management. Recent studies have been focusing on the mechanism of slice admission control, which functions in a manner of state machine. This paper proposes a general state model for synchronous slice admission control, and proves it to be Markovian under a set of weak constraints. An analytical approximation of the state transition matrix to reduce computational complexity in practical applications is also proposed and evaluated.
Despite the advantage of simple structure, such statemachine models suffer from two drawbacks. First, tenant requests by nature arrive in an asynchronous manner, leading to an asynchronous state model, while MNOs usually have synchronous frameworks for network controlling and management. Second, the models reported in literature only support simulative or exploitation-based evaluation of MNO's decision strategies. No analytical method of evaluation has been proposed.
In this paper, we focus on an unstudied feature of such state models of slice admission systems: when operated in a synchronous method, i.e. when the MNO makes decision to tenant requests periodically instead of immediately upon request arrivals, is the derived synchronous state-model Markovian? Answering this question will help us to 1) better understand the system behavior towards efficient deployments of advanced techniques to optimize the MNO's decisions; and 2) simplify the analytical evaluation of MNO's decision strategies.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Sec. II we formulate the model of asynchronous slice admission systems, defining critical concepts such as resource feasibility and slicing strategy. Then in Sec. III we consider the synchronous slice admission model, and prove it to be Markovian when the statistics of tenant requests are memoryless. Afterwards we provide the approximate analytical calculations of the state transition probabilities in both single step and long term as well. Sec. IV numerically evaluates the feasibility of this Markov model and the accuracy of proposed calculation of the state transition matrix. To the end we close this paper with our conclusion and some discussions in Sec. V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Resource Allocation and Resource Feasibility
A resource pool with M different types of countable resources can be described with a vector r = [r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r M ]
T . Consider N different slice types, for every slice type n ∈ [1, 2, . . . , N] it costs a resource bundle c n = [c 1,n , c 2,n , . . . , c M,n ] T to maintain a slice. All slices are atomic and indivisible. Thus, the MNO manages its resources by adjusting the set of active slices, which can be presented as s = [s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s N ] T , where s n denotes the number of type-n slices under maintenance. The allocation is subjected to the resource pool size:
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B. Tenant Requests and Slice Admission Control
In SlaaS, slices are created and released upon requests from tenants. When a tenant requires a new slice to support its service, it sends a request to the MNO, which will be either accepted or declined by the MNO. Upon acceptance, the requested slice will be created and continuously maintained until the tenant requests to release it. Practically, both the requests for creation and for release arrive randomly. It is commonly assumed that:
• For every slice type n, the slice creation requests arrive as Poisson events with a rate of λ n • The lifetime of every type-n slice is an independent µ nmean exponential random variable. Thus, a state model can be proposed to describe the process of slice admission control, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Each state represents a resource allocation s ∈ S, so that the MNO cannot make any decision that leads to an unfeasible resource allocation conflicting with (1) . Besides, note that requests for slice release are always accepted. Generally, defining the incoming request q and the MNO's binary decision d as q = n request to create a type-n slice −n request to release a type-n slice ,
respectively, the post-transition state s post is a function of q, d and the pre-transition state s pre :
C. Slicing Strategy As aforementioned in Sec. II-B, when receiving a tenant request q, the MNO makes a binary decision d ∈ {1, 0}. If d is only a function of q and the pre-transition network state s pre , we say that the MNO has a consistent slicing strategy d = D(q, s pre ). As the MNO cannot overload the resource pool or decline to release slices, given the admissibility region S, a slicing strategy D is valid only when
For any valid slicing strategy D, we have
III. SYNCHRONOUS SLICE ADMISSION CONTROL MODEL A. Synchronous Slice Admission
In the last section we have built an asynchronous state model of slice admission, where the updates of state, i.e. the responses of MNO, are triggered by requests arriving at random time. Practically, MNOs usually process requests in a framed approach, where all arrived requests, despite of the type, will be buffered in queue and sequentially responded at the end of every operations period. This leads to a synchronous state model, where state updates are periodically triggered. The synchronous state model has self-evidently the same admissibility region S as the corresponding asynchronous state model, but complexer conditions for transitions between states.
Normalizing the operations period length to 1, the MNO makes sequential decisions to buffered requests at discrete time indexes. We use the vector q(t) = [q 1 (t), q 2 (t), . . . , q Q t (t)] to denote the request queue buffered during the t th operations period, where Q t is the total number of requests arrived in that period. Given an arbitrary strategy d = D(q, s), the network state at (t + 1) is
where T (·) is implemented according to (4) w.r.t. D(·)
B. Equivalent Markov Model
The most important corollary of (8) is that: with memoryless distributions of request arrivals and a consistent slicing strategy, the synchronous state model of slice admission is Markovian, as this subsection will show.
As suggested in Sec.II-B we assume that type-n slice creation requests arrive as Poisson events in rate of λ n , and that the lifetime of every type-n slice is an exponential random variable with mean of µ n . Thus, the probability mass function (PMF) that k > 0 requests for type-n slice creation q = n > 0 arrive during one operations period is
Given s n as the number of type-n slices under maintenance, the PMF that 0 < k −n ≤ s n requests for type-n slice release q = −n < 0 in the same operations period is
We can merge them as
For convenience of reference, we defineq to denote the elements in a request sequence q regardless the order. Because the arrival processes of different requests are independent from each other, the conditional probability thatq arrives during one operation period in the current network state s is
where ♯ x x denotes the occurrence times of x in x. Note that every request arrival is independent from the others. Furthermore, the memoryless distributions guarantee that the arrival of every individual request remains consistent over the entire operations period. Thus, the arrival probability of a request sequence is obviously independent of its order (proven in [9] as a feature of dependent trials), i.e.
So we have
where Q is the length of q. This yields that
Now calling back (8), we are able to obtain the synchronous transition probability from state s(t) to s(t + 1) as
Prob (s(t + 1) | s(t)) = q:T(s(t),q)=s(t+1)
Prob(q | s(t)), (16) which depends only on s(t). The synchronous slice management process is therefore Markovian. As any other finite state Markov process, it can be characterized by an enumeration
and a corresponding transition probability matrix
where P i, j = Prob( f ( j) | f (i)) as defined by (16).
C. Approximation in Practical Applications
There can be an infinite number of different request sequences q that fulfillT (s(t+1), q) = s(t+1), i.e. the calculation of P, according to (16), contains a traversal over an infinite domain of q, which is computationally impossible.
However, practically, if we set the operation period to a sufficiently short duration, after normalization the values of λ n will be small while µ n being large for all n. In this case, the value of p A (k, q, | s |q | ) fades out rapidly with increasing k for all q, and Prob(q | s) will therefore have non-negligible values only for short request sequences q. Thus, we can ignore all the cases with long sequences of arriving requests, and thereby limit the traversal operation in (16) to a limited domain of q, making it computationally feasible to solve P.
D. Probability of Staying in a Specific State
Given a finite-state Markov chain which initiates from the state s(0) at t = 0, with its transition probability matrix P, the probability that it stays in a state s(T ) after T periods is
where i = f −1 (s(0)), j = f −1 (s(T )) and
IV. NUMERICAL VERIFICATION
A. Environment Setup
To verify the feasibility of our proposed model, we setup a simplified slicing scenario with a normalized one-dimensional resource pool, i.e. r = [r 1 ] = [1] . It supports to implement slices of an only type that each of them costs a resource of c 1,1 = 0.3. Under this specification, only 2 types of request and 4 states are available:
There are in total 2 2×4 = 256 different constructions of D under such specifications. Nevertheless, according to (5) and (6), only 2 3 = 8 out of them are valid slicing strategies. To study the relation between the precision of our model and the request arrival rate, we designed three different slice service demand scenarios, as listed in Tab. I. 
B. Simulation Procedure and Results
Given a certain scenario and a certain strategy, the state transition probability matrix P can be estimated as described in Sec. III-B. As discussed in Sec. III-C, we must set an upperbound Q + max to the possible arrival number of slice creation requests, so that P could be approximated by an estimation P with a limited effort of computation. Fig. 2 shows an example result in the first ten operations periods with fixed initial state, service demand scenario and decision strategy. An excellent match between the analytical estimation based on our proposed Markov model and the simulation results, verifying the feasibility of our proposed approximate estimatorP. Then, to evaluate the estimation accuracy, we obtained the empirical transition probability matrix through simulations. For every specification set of scenario, strategy and Q + max , 1000 independent runs of Monte-Carlo test were carried out. In each individual run, the network was first initialized to a random state, then operated with the specified slicing strategy for 100 operations periods. We recorded the system state in every operation period, and thereby obtained the empirical transition probability matrixP. The root of mean square error (RMSE) of the estimationP is thus evaluated as:
Note that the value of ǫ depends on the decision strategy D(·), the preset upper-bound Q + max and the request statistics. So we repeated the simulation 4 times with 1 ≤ Q + max ≤ 4, respectively. For every value of Q + max , we evaluated ǫ for all 8 valid strategies in all 3 aforementioned reference service demand scenarios. The results are depicted in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that independent of the scenario, both the mean and the variance of estimation error sink quickly to a negligible level as Q + max increases, which significantly supports our analysis on the Markov model in Sec. III. We can also observe a dependency of the RMSE on the scenarios, that the error decreases along with the arrival rate of requests for new slices, which can be easily explained by the point that a higher request arrival rate leads to higher probability of long request sequences, which indicates a degrade of approximation accuracy with the same configuration of Q + max . This also suggests to select a shorter operations period in practical application, in order to limit the required computational effort.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a state model of synchronous slice admission in 5G mobile communications networks. We have proved that when the statistics of request The estimation error of state transition probability matrix P with respect to the Q + max configuration, the strategy and the service demand scenario. arrivals are memoryless, e.g. when they are Poisson / exponential processes, and when the MNO takes a consistent slicing strategy, the state model is Markovian. An approximate analytical calculation of the state transition matrix is then proposed and verified by numerical simulations.
We would like to highlight one outcome of this work that under certain service demand statistics, the Markov model of the network state is individually determined by the applied slicing strategy. This guarantees that the optimization problems of slice admission can be equivalently transformed into the problem of searching the best slicing strategy.
It is also worth to note that the space of valid slicing strategy can dramatically grow to a huge size as the slice pool and number of slice types increase, and thus calls for fast and efficient optimizing algorithms, which deserves further study in the future.
